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Fuel Guard Keeps Fuel Dry
Space Dryer Stops Water Damage
Drum Guards protect material stored in drums


Contact Us
















                    


Shop for the H2out products at the AVD PlUS Ebay store for the full line of H2out products

Thank you for continually supporting this small business that takes pride in selling American made products!

Call Now
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Providing Renewable Dehumidifier Products Since 2015

We're your go-to manufacturer for eco-friendly products


Mission Statement:
H2Out's mission is to manufacture durable, renewable products that prevent water contamination in fuel, hydraulic fluids and interior spaces. 

Vision:
H2Out is committed to building a strong and sustainable economic community on Washington State's Olympic Peninsula through our manufacturing business.












                    

Keep Your Valuables Dry

H2Out Dehumidifiers are Award Winning & Extremely Effective



Moisture thrives in enclosed spaces. When left untreated, this results in mold or mildew growth. This is bad news for food or valuables kept in closets, pantries or lockers. Investing in a quality dehumidifier is key to keeping your items dry and safe.

H2 Out's mission is to manufacture durable, renewable dehumidifier products that prevent water contamination in fuel, hydraulic fluids and interior spaces. Choose from a wide variety of products that are designed to meet your unique needs.

If you're searching for a dehumidifier manufacturer, you've come to the right place.


Learn More
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Fuel Guards

Get the best air flow possible with air vent dryers.
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Space Dryers

Discover the best space dryers for you.
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Resources

Learn more about our mission and products.












                        

Need a New Fuel Guard?

H2 Out has just the unit for you


Contact Us
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What are the benefits of Our Fuel Guard Air Vent Dryers?


If you own a boat or other heavy machinery, investing in a Air Vent Dryer is paramount to protecting your items. Here's why:

	Prevents water damage of fuel tank and engine systems
	Protects EPA carbon canister
	It increases the lifespan of your fuel


You're guaranteed to see an improvement in performance when you use our Air Vent Dryer. 

H2 Out is committed to building a strong and sustainable economic community on Washington State's Olympic Peninsula through our manufacturing business. We accomplish this by providing useful items that are designed to protect the integrity of your items-and your health. To learn more about our vision, visit our Resources page.

Resources
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Phone: (360) 350-2656
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